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Our Future With You
The 3-year plan: Where we aim to be.

Dear Valued Customer,

Our Philosophy

Where We Currently Stand

Moving Forward

Firstly, I would like to thank you for your support over the last two years as without you

At Vision ICT, we are proud to operate by our four pillars which provide the foundations of

The UK lockdowns threw both businesses and individuals into a tailspin. The upheaval

Here at Vision ICT, we recognise the importance of evolution. However, we are also

we wouldn’t be where we are today.

everything we do.

for all was significant. For the staff at Vision ICT, everyone suddenly having to work from

aware that, as a small business, we do not have the same level of investment that larger

home meant we couldn’t be there for each other face-to-face; there were no ‘water cooler

companies have. With this in mind, we have been closely following the developments of

moments’ anymore. However, we adjusted quickly adopting new software to communicate

WordPress and feel that, in recent months, they have become more user friendly and offer

effectively from our homes. As with many other businesses, we needed to reorganise things

a suitable alternative option for a more flexible platform. WordPress provides a vast range of

to keep providing our services as efficiently as possible, and the team did not disappoint.

additional features and are open-source, meaning it can be hosted anywhere and moved

As the UK pulled together to make it work, so too did our staff, in a way that cannot be

easily. As a result of this research, we have decided to offer the option of a WordPress

faulted. We are incredibly proud to have such a resilient, solution-focused, and adaptable

website, either as a new customer site or migration of an existing one. Crucially these will

organisation whose dedication to their job, company, and customers is awe-inspiring.

still be easy for customers to update themselves. Of course, we will continue to offer and

We recognise that things may not have been perfect, but we have come through it more

develop our current system and fully recognise that for some of our clients it ticks all the

robust. Daniel has taken on the role of managing director with a fresh determination to

boxes. We are proud of our products and want to diversify to give our valued clients more

evolve the company into something even more remarkable. As outlined in the following

options. Regarding our staff working environment, like many companies, after overcoming

pages, we have identified areas that we can improve on and have some exciting new services

the initial teething problems, we have settled nicely into a mixture of remote working and

and projects to implement over the coming months. In addition, we have upgraded our

face-to-face meetings. This is now working well, and after fully consulting all the staff, we

server infrastructure over the Christmas break making our system more reliable and

will continue with this arrangement rather than returning to full-time office work.

Due to recent events, I would like to acknowledge the struggles faced by all. The
Covid-19 pandemic has proved to be a terrifically challenging time for businesses and
individuals.
Here at Vision ICT, we also faced our own challenges with the untimely death of my
father Nigel, the shock of which was difficult for both myself and the staff, many of

Collaboration

Honest Pricing

whom have been with us a long time. I know that our clients will have faced losses and

Our team are a skilled and close-knit bunch

Integrity and transparency are essential

difficulties too, as have the rest of the world. So, as we all emerge from what has been

who work exceptionally well together. Their

to us. We offer tiered packages to suit all

an arduous and challenging two years, we will focus on looking forwards as opposed

passion for work and dedication to clients

budgets, with each one designed

to backwards and are excited to inform you of our plans for the next three years. The

makes it easy to work with us.

to be flexible and meet all of your

aim is to make the company even more robust, with the addition of some exciting new

requirements.

services too.

robust, giving you greater peace of mind.

Social Responsibility

We are in it for the long haul, and most

Whether at home or abroad we love

of our customers stay with us long term.

bringing people together to build

Our insight into the council sector and

relationships within communities, and

stability from 20 years of trading makes

it’s this knowledge and passion that

us a robust and valuable partner.

flows into our partnerships with councils
to help develop their communities.

“

The support we have received has been fabulous,
very helpful and informative, many thanks.
Kate, Aston PC

“

Daniel Hillier, Director

Longevity & Support

Staff & Sustainability
Training on WordPress is already underway, and there is much excitement and enthusiasm for the potential of this new offering. Although
the team have settled well into remote working, it is still relatively new, so we will be frequently assessing how we work to ensure efficiency,
along with staff well-being as we combine working from home with face-to-face meetings. As giving back is at the heart of our values, we
will be continuing our vital work in supporting local groups and organisations. We feel this is more important than ever in the aftermath of the
pandemic, which sadly meant many services were cut or reduced often alongside a drop in donations. We are also keen to do our part on a
global scale and as such will identify some potential environmental projects this year to support going forward.

“

I am not very capable

Year one will see the exciting launch of WordPress websites with all existing clients given the opportunity to move to this flexible new

Year One
Identifying Needs & Instigating Change

platform should they wish to do so. We will, of course, be happy to discuss this option and its benefits so an informed decision can be made.
Usability will still be at the forefront of what we do.
Therefore, WordPress will be developed to ensure it is still as user friendly as our sites. In addition, we will be creating easy to follow online
training for clients using the platform to ensure they are confident and able to manage updates, with a view to making the transition as
straightforward as possible.
Throughout remote working we have discovered some great new tools to help us run the company in a more streamlined and effective way.
This got us thinking about the different ways we can implement them to help you. Following several conversations with different clerks we
will now start developing a system of managing meetings and minutes in an easy and simple fashion. The result will be an automated
system meaning you won’t have to do the repetitive task and will save you valuable time.

with computers but I have
received good support to

help solve problems I am
not able to deal with.
It is very reassuring that
I can ask for help.

“

Products & Services

Evelyn, Penshurst PC

Staff & Sustainability
Year two will focus on keeping staff up to date on developments in their sectors and continue to develop their knowledge through ongoing
training to provide the best possible service to our customers. The challenges and requirements identified in year one will be reviewed and
the selected changes implemented to ensure the best possible company efficiency and staff well-being. In addition, extra support will be
provided to relieve pressure for key staff members whose workload may have increased. We are excited to announce that as part of our
commitment to give back as much as possible, this year will see all staff members offered 2 days paid leave to support causes that are
important to them personally. We believe that serving others and putting some good into the world is integral to feeling more fulfilled and
hope that this will further improve staff morale and well-being. As a company, we will be reviewing any potential environmental projects
identified in year one. We will select one member of the team who we feel is most suitable to get the project underway.

“

I work for 3 community
councils that all now

Products & Services

Refine & Implement

Our passion for building and supporting communities drives us. We want to broaden this by investigating the possibility of creating an

Your responsiveness to

online community for both town and parish councils. We envisage this as a knowledge bank for sharing and accessing documents on

service requests is one

best practices and policy, along with digital and social media accessibility. Essentially, a place to seek help and advice, a safe place for

of the key reasons

communication and collaboration with those who share the same challenges and a place to celebrate hard work and successes.
Subsequently, a consultation process will begin to gauge interest and feasibility.

Work will begin on our exciting vision of creating online business hubs. These will be local community platforms to unite local services
and strengthen the economy. The aim is to connect small businesses with their nearest customers and provide an informative and
valuable space for all, including a business directory, event listings and promotions. There will also be the opportunity for councils to
publicise services and collaborate with local businesses, creating thriving and rejuvenated communities.

I recommended you.
Adrian,

“

Year Two

use your services.

Taffs Well & Nantgarw CC

Staff & Sustainability
The intention by this point is to have what is essentially a well-oiled machine when it comes to our working practices. Our processes and
methods will be streamlined due to the changes identified and implemented over the previous two years. The aim is for staff to feel more
connected to their local community by their direct involvement in supporting causes important to them. Alongside this they will collaborate
with local businesses to develop business hubs. We are committed to the continuous professional development of all staff and offer regular
training and optional courses which will strengthen their skills.

be fully operational in our chosen environmental project by now too.

Products & Services

Year Three

The results of our consultation process will be reviewed. If deemed suitable, work will begin to develop an online space for the collaboration
of town and parish councils. We would like to eventually grow this community beyond the confines of digital, looking to provide in-person

Continuity & Community

events with speakers and networking opportunities to deepen the bonds and support between those responsible for supporting and

“

So helpful, professional
and timely.

Would recommend to others.

strengthening communities.

Michael, EDF PC
We will continue working on local business hubs, with constant review in order to improve them and ensure they are lively, informative
and valuable.

The strength of our company is our commitment to be down to earth and follow a strong set of values that underpins all our work. It is our
hope that you can see our passion for community, collaboration and giving back throughout our three-year plan.

“

Giving back this year will be the continued backing of existing causes and provision of staff leave for fundraising or volunteering. We hope to

Our clients will always remain at the heart of what we do, and we would like to take this
opportunity to thank you again for your continued support. We look forward to growing and
strengthening our partnership. We always welcome feedback on how we can improve what

“

I just want to say thank you again for
your support over the last 2 years and

how I’m personally looking forward to moving
the company forward in an exciting way.

we do to support our clients to the highest level possible. With that in mind if you have any
thoughts, we would appreciate your feedback via a form or via our website
https://VisionICT.com/OurFutureWithYou

With that in mind January 2025 marks our
25th year in business. We feel this is an
accomplishment to be proud of and will be
hosting an event to celebrate the work of our
dedicated staff and the councils and
businesses we partner with.

Daniel Hillier

“

Thank you for taking the time to read this, and we look forward to hearing from you.

